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The Lessons of the Akatsuk i Maru

This year is the Year of Chicken and the fifth day of the year «as the first day

of work for the Japanese. While »any Japanese were leaviag hoae to resume work

after a-week-Ioiig New Vear holidays, a transport ship was quietly coating

alonside the pier at the port of Tokai and finally moored at the pier. The tine

was eight past seven in the morning. Thus ended the 134-day and 35,G00km

voyage of the Akatsuki Mar«*0 which brought home a tightly protected load of

one ton of plutoniu» reprocessed in Prance.

More speeutactilar, however, «ere a crowd of some 200 enthusiastic reporters,

cameramen, and TV crewsi and some 300-strong placard-waving anti-plutonium

protesters near the pier, who had waited for the ship 's arrival from the

previous night. Japanese TV viewers were amused to see the Temporary Press

Cfjnter set up in the PB Hall of the nearby PNC (Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel

Development Corporation) s«ar« with media people, of who« nearly 80 were foreign

correspendents from more than 20 overseas news agencies, newspapers and TV's.

Interviewed by Japanese TV, one European TV reporter told Japanese audience that
she would had reported to the home affice that the Akataki Maru safely
completed her transport, mission but added that she «as surprised to discover
only a small group (about 300) of protesters around. "In my country thousands
of protesters would come out to protest", sbe said. In a leading Japanese
newspaper the Yomiuri, an American correspondent was quoted as saying that "It
was quite impressive that the Akatsuki ilaru arrived as safely and punctually as
had been previously announced by PNC. This is exactly the way Japanese usually
handle things." Nonetheless, the voyage of the Akatsuki flaru would not have
been of auch international news value, if her c r i t i ca l load had not been
plutonium.
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ID retrospectj i t appears that Japanese have learned from this Akatuki Maru

episode some good lessons about people's reaction to plutoniu».

First, despite vocal protests fron environmentalists and nuclear opponents and

much expressed concerns among the public, the voyage of tbe ftkatuki Haru and

the transport of reprocesed plutonium proved eafa in th© end. Thus, 1ft a

physical sense, the first plutonium transport was a good success.

Second, i t also became clear that any attempt at covert plutonium transport is

fiardly possible in an age of electronic comntunlcation aod surveillance. The

Akatsnki Maru was closely watched by Geenpeace spotters which took video-

pictures for TV broadcast. Thus, while Japanese were watching the Afcatuki Maru

at sea OD TV and being kept informed of her novement day by day, both goveroisent

and PNC had to keep silence in order to abide by the treaty of physical

protection of nuclear materials. The principle of freedom of the press thus

seems to contradict the effectiveness of physical protection against the

potential threat to transport of plutoniu» or any other sensitive nuclear

materials by sea.

And third, secrecy proved to causo both unexpected and unnecessary concerns and
speculations about the risk of plutonium. At home, as government and PNC
remained silent, mass media alone «ere able to take the initiative in telling
the public all about the potential health and proliferation risks of plutonium.
Internatíoallys despite assured safety of plutonium transport, there were
indeed quite a fsw governments which expressed deep concerns about or denounce
the passage of plutonium on the highseas as well as across their terri torial
waters.

In view of these things, the Science and Technology Agency quickly cosinussioned
a new special committee i £ ) late last year to examine various aspects of
international transport of plutoniuM, from a point of view of both the safety
and the physical protection of sensitive miciear materials. By the tine Japan
brings back reprocessed plutonium from Europe in two years fro« now, i t is
hoped that new ideas and methodologies will corae out on the basis of what has
been learned by the Atatsu Marti experiment. Long-tern safety and security of
plutonium generally would be one of the most important socio-physical factors,
so long as people continue to live peacefully with miclar power and the nuclear
fuel cycles.
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Symbiotic Co-existence between Nuclear Pwer and People

Let us now ture to sone contemporary public acceptance issues in Japan, For the

past few years following the Chernobyl accident, i t has gradually become clear

that while constinlcations by word and financial conpensations are s t i l l

necessary conditions for enhancing public acceptance of nuclear powerj they are

rarely sufficient. In nuclear localities, the emphasis seems to be shifting

from an expectation of sufficient condensation to a desire for of long-lasting

cosammity-building, as the localities are becoming wore concerned with taking

the initiatives in planrming a long-term socio-political development (community-

btiildiög) and economic growth (effective util izations of material and noo-

material rösources) for the future.

Reflecting the new mood prevailing io nuclear loca l i t i e s , both Japanese

government and nuclear industry are quick to change their basic assumptions and

concepts about public acceptance. Thus, a subcommittee of the itITI's

Electricity Utility Industry Council r&cormaended a "symbiotic* co-existence

between a new power plant and the communities adjoining to i t . <3> The

subcommittee's recommendations cover two major areas: a "syribiosis" between a

new power plant and local industries on one hand; and a "symbiosis* between a

new power plant and local people on the other. The foraer would involve a wider

and «ore flexible utilizations of physical resources of a new power plant, such

as hot waste water or the power plant si te spacea which would provide valuable

material means for developing local agr icul tura l , fishing, and leaisure

industries. The latter, on the other hand, would aim at raising the levels of

welfare for local people by improving the socio-economic infrastructures,

aedical care, schools, and by discounting power rates as »uch as by 50% for

residents of the communities near to a new power plant . Although the

recommended weasures are to apply to all kinds of po«er plant, i t way be

apparent that both the localities and the people neighboring on a new nuclear

power plant will be most profited fron these privileges.

Although the consequences of the proposed "symbiosis" between a new nuclear
power plaint and nuclear localities are left to be SBSJI in the future, i t appears
clear that what was termed "symbiotic nuclear power" 1$ to become a new
national enterprise in Japan, involving a new quadruple relationship among
national and local governwents, local indus t r ies , and local people.
Coordinating the best interests among the four Mould then b«s the key to a
successful "symbiosis".
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Japan's atomic Energy Commission has already started reviewing i t s long-term

nuclear policies on plutonium recycle» high-level waste, and the siting of new

nuclear power plants. It seems certain that conclusions accruing from of this

review proces would stimulate further discussions about what nuclear power and

the nuclear fuel cycles should be or could be ia Japan far the 21st-century.

Footnotes

il)"ßkatuki" means "dawn" and "ilaru" is a suffix denoting a commercial ship.

{2)The new special comraittee consists of nuclear scientists aod engineers specia

lized in nuclear safeguard and physical protection, a journalist and a social

scientist specialized in nuclear issues.

(35The Report of Subcoiimittee on Fundamental Issues of Electric Power, Committee

on Demand and Supply, Electric Utility Industry Council, MIiL Dated June 11,

1992.


